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Villa and Pool in Adsubia

292m2 House
Terraces

3 Bedrooms
Swimming Pool

2 Bathrooms
Plot 1,260m2

A truly imposing detached Villa with Swimming Pool boasting the most amazing south-facing views of
both the countryside all the way to the Mediterranean sea. Ideally located for both privacy guaranteed by
the dry stone wall and gated drive, leading to a second gate to the Swimming Pool area with a large wrap
around terrace and outside Shower room, a large palm tree and a few steps to the most amazing
Summer Kitchen entertainment area with seating for the largest gathering, with retractable
roofing,enjoying integral lighting to take you from day to night-time entertaining. The accommodation is
on two independent levels, the first floor has an open-plan Lounge-Dining Room, with a Double
Bedroom, Bathroom with a 4 piece white suite, an archway to the modern Kitchen in Grey with built-in
Hob and Oven, Fridge Freezer, Marble surfaces etc., a door leads to a large storage area. The first floor
enters via a large glazed Naya with even more splendid sea views, a Lounge with feature fireplace, a
second full Kitchen in white, 2 Bedrooms plus a modern Bathroom in white. Stacks of extras including
Gas Central Heating and much much more...Viewing highly recommended to fully appreciate the
difference!!

€245,000
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